
 
VIVA!  

VIVA! SINGLE DAYS LINE UP ARE ANNOUNCED  

VALLE D’ITRIA INTERNATIONAL MUSIC FESTIVAL 
  

#VIVAFESTIVAL22 
  

Day 1 - Thursday 4th August 
MASSERIA GROFOLEO, LOCOROTONDO 

  

ALFA MIST - DAYKODA - GILLES PETERSON  

 KOKOROKO - THE CINEMATIC ORCHESTRA 
  

TICKETS: https://link.dice.fm/fe83250b15b7 

  

  

 

Day 2 - Friday 5th August 
MASSERIA GROFOLEO, LOCOROTONDO 

  

FLOATING POINTS - HUNEE - LNDFK  

 SLOWTHAI - YASIIN BEY 
  

TICKETS: https://link.dice.fm/fb5d647699a3 

https://link.dice.fm/fe83250b15b7
https://link.dice.fm/fe83250b15b7
https://link.dice.fm/fb5d647699a3
https://link.dice.fm/fb5d647699a3


  

  

 

Day 3 - Saturday 6 August 
MASSERIA GROFOLEO, LOCOROTONDO 

  

BLUEM - ELKKA - JON HOPKINS - MODERAT – TIRZAH 
  

TICKETS: https://link.dice.fm/d539a5da447b 

  

  

 

Day 4 - domenica 7 agosto 
only for VIVA! Pass and VIVA! Golden Pass holders 

  

SUNRISE - CALA MASCIOLA, SAVELLETRI 

SPACE AFRIKA 
  

SUNSET - MASSERIA GROFOLEO, LOCOROTONDO 

NICOLA CONTE - TIGER & WOODS - Z.I.P.P.O PRESENTS  JIMA FEI 
 

 

DOWNLOAD PAST EDITIONS PHOTOS AND ARTISTS PRESSKIT 

  

 

  

16/05/2022. Viva! Festival announces the single days’ line up of the sixth edition: from 4th to 7th of 

August the Apulian festival will bring some of the most prestigious and interesting artists of the national 

and international music scene to the Valle d’Itria. 

  

Subscriptions are available for the four days of the festival with a line up of exceptional protagonists: the multi-

instrumentalist, rapper and producer Alfa Mist; the brilliant producer, musician and DJ Floating Points who 

moves between electronics and symphonic jazz as in the award-winning latest album "Promises"; Gilles 

Peterson, historical British DJ, inventor of acid jazz in the 90s and careful discoverer of new global rhythmic 

sounds, after years on the BBC and now through his Worldwide FM radio; beloved by the most attentive fans of 

sophisticated dance the DJ Hunee; the award-winning British composer Jon Hopkins who amazed critics and 

audiences with his latest work “Music for Psychedelic Therapy” relaunching ambient music in the discography; 

the London-based Jazz and Afrobeat collective Kokoroko who, even before the debut album out this summer, 

has already collected important prizes and awards; the Moderat, a supergroup symbol of the German electronic 

scene formed by the merger of Modeselektor and the highly esteemed producer Apparat; the British slowthai 

star who will present his latest album "Tyron"; the eclectic and highly anticipated The Cinematic Orchestra, 

now a cult in the scene; the English singer-songwriter who moves between experimental electronic and pop art 

Tirzah; New York hip hop intellectual Mos Def, acclaimed rapper and actor now known as Yasiin Bey; the 

Sardinian singer-songwriter and producer Bluem; producer and multi-instrumentalist Nu Jazz DayKoda; the 

Manchester duo Space Afrika; the multifaceted Elkka; Italian DJs duo Tiger & Woods; the historic DJ and 

composer from Bari Nicola Conte; the new promise of Italian jazz and neo-soul LNDFK; the DJ Z.I.P.P.O 

presenting Jima Fey. 

  

A program of original live shows and shows that will animate one of the most fascinating territories in Southern 

Italy, the Valle d'Itria starting from the stage located in the enchanting Masseria Grofoleo in Locorotondo - 

https://link.dice.fm/d539a5da447b
https://link.dice.fm/d539a5da447b
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1PJ_Jr_TPwUmrSwpbgpV5EnyMOk4g9Mwh


where the lives of August 4th, 5th, 6th will be held in addition to the closing party on Sunday 7th - and in 

the magnificent beach of Cala Masciola which will be the setting for a concert at dawn on Sunday 7th August. 

  

The intertwining of ancient and modern, avant-garde and tradition, is the figure that has always distinguished 

the Apulian festival. VIVA! Festival fits into a context with a unique identity, rich in culture and landscape and 

architectural beauties, of which it celebrates and enhances the different souls by proposing a contemporary 

program while maintaining a strong bond with the roots and history of the area. 

  

Over the years the event has hosted the performances of some of the most significant artists of the electronic and 

alternative international scene, recording a great success with the public - Italian and European - for one of the 

most interesting and anticipated festivals in the Peninsula. 

 

  

THE LINEUP 
  

Alfa Mist was born in Newham, United Kingdom. His musical production is profoundly influenced by the 

sounds of the environment he comes from, including grime, hip-hop, up to the most various subgenres of black 

music. "Bring Backs", his latest album, released in 2021, is his first release for the Anti label and sees the artist 

face new challenges: nine tracks inspired and linked by a poem by Hilary Thomas that tell the creation and 

building a community in a new country. 

 

“Promises”, the latest Floating Points album, contains a 46-minute piece composed with Pharoah Sanders and 

the London Symphony Orchestra. Released in March 2021, it was hailed as one of the greatest modern jazz 

albums by Resident Advisor and received critical acclaim around the world including the New York Times and 

Guardian. Floating Points is considered a guarantee thanks to its ambitious and forward-thinking DJ sets in 

which it mixes different and unexpected genres. His love for discovering records from all over the world is 

reflected in his eclectic DJ sets ranging from one hour to all night. 

  

Dj, producer, record artist, collector: Gilles Peterson is a unique character on the world scene. It would be 

enough to mention the record labels he founded and directed (Acid Jazz, Talkin 'Loud, and now Brownswood). 

His passion and enthusiasm for quality music are infectious, as anyone who listens to him on BBC 6 Music or 

his web radio, Worldwide FM, knows. 

  

Dj with a vast musical culture, tireless researcher and crate digger like few other console performers in the 

world, Hunee is undoubtedly one of the most talented artists on the current world electronic scene. Disco, funk, 

house or techno, his sets are embellished with great little gems of African or South American music, works as 

rare as they are enthralling. 

  

Recently cited by the New Yorker as "one of the most celebrated electronic musicians of his generation", Jon 

Hopkins is a classically trained DJ, instrumentalist, producer and composer whose solo and collaborative works 

have received wide acclaim, as well as Grammy nominations, at the Mercury Prize and Ivor Novello. 

  

Kokoroko, following the huge success of their viral debut song "Abusey Junction" and most recently the 

hilarious "Baba Ayoola" in 2020, are back with the singles "Something's Going On" and "We Give Thanks" in 

2022. 

Winners of the "Best Group" at the Urban Music Awards 2020 and the Parliamentary Jazz Awards 2021 and 

lauded on the NPR Austin 100 list, Kokoroko specialize in shaken soul sounds. After playing in the UK's 

biggest festivals, they can't wait to get the whole world to dance. 

  

Recently returned with the new single “More Love”, Moderat are an electronic music supergroup born in Berlin 

in 2002, the result of the collaboration between Sascha Ring, better known as Apparat, and Gernot Bronsert and 



Sebastian Szarzy members of Modeselektor. The eclectic German project is back live in Italy to support the 

release of their new album "MORE DATA", scheduled for May 13th. 

  

TYRON, slowthai's latest record, presents the artist at his best. Emblematic of all that can be categorized as 

"unorthodox", to distinguish him from his peers is the characteristic pained sound, a hybrid between Grime in 

his childhood and a coarseness comparable to the punk era of London Calling. It could be said that slowthai is 

the British artist par excellence. 

  

The Cinematic Orchestra project has always challenged categories and conventions. Not an orchestra or a 

band, not a pure jazz project but full of its influence, not electronic but originally rooted in a London electronic 

scene. Musical trends come and go, but The Cinematic Orchestra - formed by founder Jason Swinscoe and 

longtime collaborator and friend Dominic Smith - has always rejected compromise, bowing to classification, 

following convention. 

  

With the latest album "Colourgrade", written and produced in a year and a half and released in 2021, the neo-

RnB singer-songwriter from South London Tirzah has set her privacy and privacy together with the love of a 

parent to music. for a son. The record was worked with collaborators Mica Levi and Coby Sey, already 

alongside her in the making of “Devotion”, flanked by producer Kwes. 

  

After starting his hip hop career in 1994 with Urban Thermo Dynamics, Yasiin Bey formed the Black Star duo, 

along with fellow Brooklyn rapper Talib Kweli, releasing their self-titled debut album in 1998. After joining the 

roster of Rawkus Records, in 1999 he released his first solo work, Black on Both Sides. About.com named him 

the 14th best MC of all time on their list of the "50 Greatest MCs of Our Time". Some of Mos Def's best hits 

include "Oh No", "Definition" and "Respiration". In 2022 Black Star releases a new album - No Fear of Time - 

the first album in 24 years - available only in streaming on Luninary. 

 

BLUEM is the project of Chiara Floris, a young singer-songwriter always traveling between Italy (in particular 

her Sardinia) and London. After conquering critics and insiders with the album "NOTTE" in 2021, in November 

2021 a new single was released, Fiamme, while in January 2022 BLUEM performed at ESNS (Eurosonic 

Noorderslag). In March she released her latest single UMMA, a hypnotic journey focused on electronic club 

sounds. 

  

DayKoda, the stage name of the producer and DJ Andrea Gamba, explores the fields between slow-mo beat, 

downtempo and Nu Jazz, moving in an almost abstract way between introspective textures and downtempo 

productions influenced by jazz and beat music. Daykoda's discography includes 2 EPs and 2 albums released by 

OriKami Records and BMR, as well as various collaborations with promising emerging artists. Andrea is 

extremely active on the music scene through radio appearances and live performances, including events such as 

Linecheck, Fano Jazz and Spring Attitude Wave. 

  

London-based Elkka is an artist who started her career as a songwriter and evolved into an eclectic producer, DJ 

and head of label. Her music comes from the contamination between house, electronics, percussive rhythms and 

dreamy voices. When she performs she immerses herself in her art of hers: from high-energy DJ sets to her 

highly engaging live show. 

  

LNDFK is a producer and songwriter, daughter of two different cultures, an Italian mother and an Arab father, 

who grew up in Naples. Her music absorbs the influence of jazz, neo-soul and hip-hop, all filtered through his 

wealth of experience and her sensitivity. "Kuni" is her debut LP, co-produced with Dario Bass and released by 

the New York label Bastard Jazz and licensed in Italy by La Tempesta: a debut with which the artist conquered 

audiences and specialized critics. 

  



The musician Nicola Conte returns to the Festival. Conte is inspired by the Italian music of the sixties and 

seventies, then ranging from the bossa nova to the jazz tradition, which he proposes in his sets in a skilful and 

sophisticated way. 

  

The Manchester duo Space Afrika sets what they call "overlapping moments" to music: oblique mosaics of 

dialogue, rhythm, texture and shadows, heard through a bus window on a rainy night. "Honest Labor," the duo's 

latest LP, expands the project's palette with classic strings, sparkling guitars and visionary vocal cameos, 

pushing further in their enigmatic fusion of ambient turmoil and cosmic downtempo. 

  

Tiger & Woods is a DJ / producer duo formed by Marco Passarani and Valerio Del Prete. Over the years they 

have taken their set around the world, from Coachella to Primavera Sound. The combination of their elements 

has created a sound made of a constant search between historical samples mixed with repetitive grooves that 

adapt old ideas to the contemporary dance floor. 

  

From an early age, Z.I.P.P.O had the urge to create music that inspired others in the way his favorite records 

inspired him. Giuseppe made his DJ debut at the age of 15, playing at club parties in Southern Italy. With he 

eclectic mix of him, he's an energetic personality behind the console, stepping away from any trend by setting 

each set according to the vibe of the dance floor. 

  

VIVA! Festival is organized by Turné and 3D Agency in collaboration with the Municipality of Locorotondo, 

the Municipality of Fasano, the Puglia Region, Pugliapromento, Puglia Sounds. 

  

  

 

TICKETS 

For sale exclusively on Dice https://link.dice.fm/r58114c9e820 

Day 1 - https://link.dice.fm/fe83250b15b7 

Day 2 - https://link.dice.fm/fb5d647699a3 

Day 3 - https://link.dice.fm/d539a5da447b 

  

VIVA! Golden Pass and Viva! Pass guarantee access to all festival events including the dawn event in Cala 

Masciola and the final party on Sunday afternoon at Masseria Grofoleo. Early birds for season tickets end on 

May 9th at 1pm. 

  

  

For all information visit vivafestival.it 

follow VIVA! on social 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/VIVAfestivalIT/ 

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/viva_festival/ 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/vivafestivalit 

  

  

  

VIVA! Press Office 

Valentina Ferrara valentina1.ferrara@gmail.com 

Alessandro Pardi alessandro.pardi7@gmail.com 

Umberto Matera umberto.matera1@gmail.com 
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